Training

Disclaimer
Under no conditions is AALSSC endorsing a specific training program nor are we implying that completing any specific training program will provide an advantage over any other program for certification testing.

Policy
It is understood that individuals will need some training or experience to have the best chance for certification, however the specific format and training provider various by student learning preferences and schedules.

The purpose of this policy is to keep a clear firewall between training and certification testing. To accomplish this purpose AALSSC shall put in place controls to ensure certification testing is not compromised. The following controls will ensure instructors do not know which questions testers will be asked and remove the ability for grading bias.

1. Specific test questions will be randomly selected from a question bank located in the Learn Dash software.
2. Removal of paper testing and 100% automated grading for all certification tests.
3. Test proctor cannot be the tester’s Lean Six Sigma trainer. When vetting test proctor AALSSC will ensure this policy is not violated. (see proctor policy and procedures)

To assist potential testers, below are the three primary areas to find training – which could be in-class, online, or hybrid training programs.

1. Employer provided training
2. University / College programs and continuing education departments
3. Third party training organizations / companies